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subject : Art Work

□ aim

□ for first grade

□ class

□ content

□ achievement & evaluation

□ preparation

□ point

□ theme

manu
al fo

r te
ach

er

ability to "feel"
to feel pleasure, enjoyment, happiness,and comfortable

ability to "think and devise"
to enjyoy and to find out

ability to "look, draw and make"
to touch color and shape and to know materials, ways and system

ability to "synthesize"
to express, exhibit, and present together

This class is for first grade and for 2 lessons (45min ×2).

Example

Sample : Japanese Style Lesson

Let's make our "Instrument" of personal belongings.
After that, playing the instruments.

first lesson(45min)
【Teacher ask students about "Instrument".】What instrument do you know ?
【Teacher and students discuss "instrument"and "sounds".】What kind of sounds do you play? 
【Teacher show his instrument that is made before to students.】What is this?
【Teacher speak to students about his idea.】Why did I make this instrument. 
                  How did I make this instrument.  
                  What special point is this.
【Teacher make some groups. One group has maximum 4～7people.】Students brought some materials to class.
【Teacher advise students to use personal belongings. 】And students share their materials among group.
【Teacher ask students about making impression.】How do you feel making your instrument?
      　　After that, students have homework making own instrument.
      　　ByeBye.

second lesson(45min)
1.

2.
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Let's look at our instrument !!【Teacher has made more instrument..】

Let's discuss our instrument.
What is this?
Why did I make this instrument?
How did I make this instrument?
What special point is this?

Let's play your instruments and express your sounds.
Each groups has each special performance.
When you listen to performance, you liven up and clap your hands.

Please listen to real music that is played by some musician (STOMP).

1.

2.

3.

4.

First point is to make own instrument. 1/3
Seond point is to explain own instrument. 1/3
Third point is to cooperate with group menber. 1/3

Teacher prepare own instrument for class before.
Teacher gather some materials in order for students to make instrument.

It is important for good class that teacher should facilitates students.
It goes without saying that students and teacher enjoy their class.
This lesson doesn't aim to evaluate each students.This lesson aim for stuents' growth and pleasure.


